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ZOOLOGY
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(Genetics and Evolutionary Biology)

Full Marks : 60

Time : Three hours

The figures in the margin indicate
full marks for the questions.

Answer either in English or in Assamese.

FIRST HALF

1. Answer the following ; (any seven)
1x7=7

^  S (Ri'M'll HSm)

(i) What is epistasis ?

Contd.



(ii) What is allelomorph?

(Hi) What is chromosomal theoiy of

inheritance ?

(iv) What is co-dominance?

TRrSNfbt fis?

(v) At what stage does crossing over occur
in meiosis?

(ui) What is ̂ nnpatric speciation?

(.'Hfij.flD'i 1%?

(vH) What is mass extinction?

ft?

(mi) Who postulated the theoiy of 'Natural
selection' ?

(ix) What is bioclast?

^1?Ssfeft?
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(x) The scientific name of Cro-Magnon Man
is .

tq<KlR<p ̂  ̂ I

2. Answer any four of the following :
2x4=8

Rc4^iCHt 4S/?^ %r g

Write the difference between :

S

(i) Genotpye and Phenolype

(ii) Recessive lethals and Dominant lethals

(Hi) X-linked gene and Y-linked gene

Hf!? ̂  Y-'I^

(iv) Mendelian inheritance and Cytoplasmic
inheritance

(v) Complete linkage and Incomplete
linkage
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(ui) Interference and Coincidence

(vii) Somatic mutation and Germinal

mutation

(viii) Continuous variation and

Discontinuous variation

8RW5IR; SRW

3. Answer any three of the following :

5x3=15

1^?It 2fs|^ Rc^lcil s

(i) What is extra-chromosomal inheritance ?

Write about the important features of

extrachromosomal inheritance.

^ 5^api^ fpif I

(U) Write about the incomplete linkage of
Drosophilla melanogaster with suitable

diagram. 1+4=5
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What is speciation ? Write a note on

the limitations of biological speciation.

1+4=5

«1WH 'S'l^ dSRsf^l

^v) Describe the modem theory of
evolution.

^

(v) Write a short note on human evolution.
^ ̂ C51^ I

(ui) What is pleiotropic gene ? Describe the
phenomenon of pleiotropy with suitable
example. 1+4=5

ft? >I^I3JVS>

(vii) What is multiple allele ? Write the main
characteristics of multiple alleles.

2+3=5

(i/iU) Write the characteristics of modem
horse. 5
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SECOND HALF

4. Answer any three of the following :

10x3=30

Rc<PtCHl ^^1^ S

(i) Describe the role of extinction on

evolution.

(ii) What is macroevolution ? Describe the
principles and mechanisms of macro-
evolution. 2+4+4=10

(Hi) What is genetic variation ? Describe the

types and sources of genetic variation.

2+4+4=10

"DSRt 21^ ̂Slt^

(iv) What is fossil ? What are different types
of fossil ? Write a note on formation of
fossil. 1+3+6=10

^  l5n?(t I
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(v) What is mutation ? What are different
types of mutation? Describe the
consequences and significance of
mutation in animal life. l+2+(3+4)=10

I

(vi) Write about the principles of genetic
mapping.

(uii) What is linkage? Describe the
mechanism of linkage. Write about
the significance of linkage. 2+5+3=10

I

fwii/Enumerate Darwin's theory on
evolution. Write the difference between

Lamarckism and Darwinism. 5+5=10

'STS^IIW ^IWMI
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